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During the first half of 2020, the 10 largest Baltic ports handled a total of 228.5 million tonnes,
which is 5.44% lower than in the first half of 2019 (H1 2019), (Table 1). The COVID-19 pandemic had the greatest impact on reducing the volumes of cargo in ports. The pandemic resulted
in a global economic slowdown through temporary factory closures and reduced demand for
transport services.
Against the background of the entire market, Russian ports showed good results. The Port of Ust Luga
remains in the first place and considering its stable and strong position in the Baltic Sea, recorded
a slight decrease of 1% compared to the result from the first half of 2019 (53.81 million tons of cargo).
The Port of Ust Luga reloads mainly bulk cargo (coal and coke) as well as liquid bulks
(crude oil and oil products).
Turnover at the Port of Primorsk decreased slightly comparing to H1 2019. A 10% decrease in demand
for crude oil, which accounts for 70% of the total cargo, was almost fully compensated by an increase in
transshipments of crude oil products. Crude oil products account for 30% of total cargo in this port and
their six-month turnover of this type of cargo increased by 26%.
The Port of St. Petersburg’s turnover also decreased by 1%. The port compensated its losses
in dry cargo handling (mainly coal, coke) with increased reloading of crude oil and petroleum products.
Port of St. Petersburg is a universal port which, apart from bulk cargo, also handles general cargo
including containers.
The Port of Riga turned out to be the one with the highest decrease in transshipments (recording a
decrease by 26.7% compared to the first half of 2019). This result was mainly caused by reduced volumes
of handled types of cargo: coal (-67.5%), ro-ro (-58%) and wood (-32.2%). This big fall caused drop from
eighth to last place in the 10 largest ports in the Baltic Sea.
Compared to the largest ports in the Baltic Sea, the Port of Gdansk retained its fourth position, and
Szczecin-Swinoujscie - seventh. Moreover, unlike to H1 2019 and Q1 2020, the ranking is not closed by
the Port of Gdynia, whose turnover in the period January-June amounted to 12 million tons. The Port of
Gdynia moved up to the 9th position in the ranking1.
The Port of Gothenburg recorded a 7% increase in the first quarter and the coronavirus pandemic did
not have a significant impact on its turnover level in the next months. In the first half of 2020, there was
a 22% increase in the handling of crude oil and its products, which account for more than half of the
volume handled in this port, and it significantly influenced the result of total turnover in this port, which
was the only one of the ten largest Baltic ports to record an increase.
The Port of Klaipeda handled 1,553 thousand tonnes less than in the first six months of 2019.
The result was affected by the decline in crude oil trade and petroleum products: (-26.7%), bulk cargo
(-36.9%) and general cargo (-11%).
The lower result in the Port of Rostock (-5%) is mainly due to the reduced handling of ro-ro cargo (-10%),
bulk liquid cargo (-28.4%) and wood (-20.3%).
Containers
In the first half of 2020, the largest Baltic container ports handled a total of 4.35 million TEU
(-6.57% compared to the first half of 2019) (Table 2). The decrease in container handling was mainly
caused by the production slowdown in China and other parts of Asia, where manufacturers were forced
to temporarily close their production lines due to the pandemic.
One of the two Baltic ports that did not report a decline was the Danish Port of Aarhus, which recorded a 6.15% increase compared to the first half of 2019 (+17,000 TEU). The port owes its positive result
to a ignificant increase in exports.
The Port of Gothenburg is the second largest Baltic container port that managed to maintain an upward
trend compared to the first half of 2019, despite the lower volume of containers imported from China.
The largest container port in the Baltic Sea remains St. Petersburg, which in the first half of 2020 transhipped 1.07 million TEU, despite an almost 7% decrease. A similar decrease was also recorded in
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More information on the turnovers of Polish ports available in the Port Monitor report:

Results of cargo turnover of Polish ports in the first half of 2020, Actia Forum, 2020.
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the Port of Gdansk, which did not exceed the 1 million TEU limit achieved in the first half of 2019. The
Port of Gdynia handled almost 40 thousand TEU less compared to the period January-June 2019.
The Port of Riga recorded a 5% lower volume, while in the Port of Klaipeda the container turnover decreased the most (-18.60%) compared to the comparable period among the largest container ports in the
Baltic Sea.
Three ports recorded double-digit drops in the first two quarters of 2020. Except the Port of Klaipeda,
lower results were recorded in two Finnish ports, Rauma and Hamina-Kotka, whose containerized cargo
turnover decreased by 10.8% and 13.2% respectively.
The Port of Helsinki also felt the effects of the pandemic, but the reduction in the volume of transshipments
compared to the first half of 2019 in this port was one of the lowest recorded in the largest Baltic ports.
Table 1. Turnovers in the 10 largest Baltic ports in H1 2019 and H1 2020 (in total)
H1 2019

H1 2020

Change 2020/2019

Ust Luga

54 334 200

53 811 000

-0,96%

Primorsk

29 805 050

29 507 000

-1,00%

St. Petersburg

30 087 300

29 869 700

-0,72%

Kłajpeda

23 652 753

22 099 667

-6,57%

Gdańsk

27 317 840

23 163 201

-15,21%

Göteborg

18 270 000

19 964 000

9,27%

SzczecinŚwinoujście

16 573 100

15 254 700

-7,96%

Rostock

13 368 421

12 700 000

-5,00%

Gdynia

12 116 200

12 024 800

-0,75%

Ryga

16 158 000

11 843 300

-26,70%

Total

241 682 864

228 543 368

-5,44%

Ro-Ro
Ro-ro transshipments are directly related to intra-European trade, including the exchange of goods
between the Baltic countries. As a result of restrictions introduced by the governments of European countries, following the spread of the coronavirus, some factories have been closed or significantly reduced
their production. It was especially noticeable in the period March-May 2020. A visible and direct consequence of the decline in the trade level was the lower result in handling cargo in the ro-ro technology.
The Port of Gothenburg is one of the ports with the largest ro-ro transshipments in the Baltic Sea.
In the first half of the year, the results of rolling cargo turnover in this port decreased by as much as 13.4%
(Table 4). At the end of 2019, the port did record single-digit drops in this cargo group. The largest decrease
was recorded in the second quarter (Q2) of 2020, when the volume of ro-ro cargo handled decreased by
almost 21% compared to Q2 2019.
In the Port of Rostock decline was also recorded. The lower volume of rolling cargo in Rostock, representing
60% of the port«s turnover, was due to the suspension of many ferry services.
In all Polish ports, a decrease in ro-ro transshipments was recorded. Most ro-ro cargo is handled at the
Port of Szczecin-Swinoujscie, where turnover decreased by 7.75% (-19,680 freight units). In turn, the largest
decrease was recorded by the Port of Gdansk (-12.8% compared to the first half of 2019). Also, the Port of
Gdynia handled less ro-ro cargo (-3.46% in H1 2020).
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There is a particularly clear decline in the passenger cars transshipments. The scale of the decline in both
the Port of Gdansk and the Port of Szczecin-Swinoujscie was similar and in both ports it did not exceed
30%. For the Port of Szczecin-Swinoujscie this means a reduction in the volume of serviced vehicles by over
33 thousand in H1 2020.
The smallest change was observed in the Port of Helsinki. Also in this port, the decrease occurred mainly in
the period March-June, because in the first quarter the ro-ro cargo handling reached almost 4% increase.
Some ports do not report their results in the ro-ro cargo group, so it is not possible to assess the decline
in the entire market.
Table 2. 10 largest Baltic container ports in H1 2019 and H1 2020 (TEU)
H1 2019

H1 2020

Change 2020/2019

St. Petersburg

1 148 039

1 071 712

-6,64%

Gdańsk

1 016 632

950 413

-6,51%

Gdynia

457 677

417 864

-8,70%

Göteborg

384 000

401 000

4,43%

Kłajpeda

384 215

312 771

-18,60%

HaminaKotka

353 728

306 956

-13,20%

Aarhus

276 000

293 000

6,15%

Helsinki

267 444

253 449

-5,23%

Riga

238 235

226 938

-4,70%

Rauma

132 044

117 801

-10,80%

4 658 014

4 351 904

-6,57%

Total
Passengers

The most visible effect of the COVID-19 pandemic was decreased passenger traffic in the ferry market.
Increasing restrictions on moving in public places and reducing the need for movement resulting from
the fear of contracting coronavirus resulted in a reduction in the number of passengers on ferry lines.
Temporary border closures introduced in the second half of March2 and maintained until June/July3 caused
that the number of passengers in the five largest ferry ports in the Baltic Sea in the first half of 2020 was on
average half lower than in the first six months of 2019.
The largest Baltic ferry port, Helsinki, had more than twice as few passengers (a decrease of 55.32% compared to the first half of 2019) (Table 3). The Port of Tallinn and Helsingør also visited half the number
of passengers. In connection to the decrease in passenger numbers in Helsingør, a similar decrease in Helsingborg can be assumed due to the existing main ferry line »HH route« connecting these two ferry ports.
The Port of Rostock also served a half less passenger number. The Ports of Gothenburg, Stockholm and
Turku suffered a decrease in passenger traffic by more than half compared to the first six months of 2019.
The number of passengers in Polish ports has also decreased, but not as much as in other ports in the Baltic
Sea. In Swinoujscie, the largest Polish ferry port, the number of passengers decreased by 21%, while at the
2

In the Baltic states: in Denmark from March 14, in Poland from March 15, in Germany and Lithuania from March 16, Latvia and Estonia from March 17, Finland an

Sweden (only for non-EU countries) from March 19.
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The EU's external borders were opened on July 1, 2020, but many countries have still decided to maintain restrictions (complete closure or obligation to pas

14-day quarantine) for countries with higher incidence rates.
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Port of Gdansk it was less than 18%.
Table 3. Ro-ro turnovers in H1 2019 and H1 2020 in selected Baltic ports (in freight units)
H1 2019

H1 2020

Change 2020/2019

Helsinki

299 737

297 866

-0,60%

Gothenburg

291 000

252 000

-13,40%

Rostock

271 246

254 700

-6,10%

SzczecinŚwinoujście

253 807

234 127

-7,75%

Gdańsk

16 066

14 009

-12,80%

Gdynia

2328,5*

2248*

-3,46%

*In the Port of Gdynia, ro-ro turnover is in tonnes

Cruise ships
The announcement of a pandemic in March 2020 had the greatest impact on the maritime cruise market.
Due to the restrictions and the temporary closure of the borders in the Baltic ports in H1 2020 no calls of
cruise ships were recorded due to cancelled cruises.
Helsinki, one of the most popular destinations in the Baltic Sea, also suffers heavy losses due to the absence
of cruise lines. In the period until June 2019, the port handled almost 220,000 passengers, of which almost
half were passengers of ships calling in June.
The situation is similar in other ports in the Baltic Sea. At the Port of Rostock, 207 calls by 44 cruise ships
were expected this year. However, as a result of the global coronavirus pandemic, no cruise ships moored
in Warnemünde in the first six months of 2020.
Cruise operators planned to resume cruises in the middle of the summer holidays, but the growing number
of COVID-19 cases forced the season to be suspended. One of the few operators who initially announced
their return before 2021 is the German operator AIDA Cruises, which plans to restore the cruises as early
as September 2020.
Table 4. Ferry transport in H1 2019 and H1 2020 in selected Baltic ports (number of passengers)
H1 2019

H1 2020

Change
2020/2019

Helsinki

5 263 698

2 351 573

-55,32%

StockholmNynäshamn-Kapellskär

4 876 925

1 941 731

-60,19%

Tallinn

4 456 000

2 083 000

-53,25%

Helsingør

3 242 184

1 652 531

-49,03%

Helsingborg

3 208 945

1 600 000

-50,00%

Turku

1 430 180

563 250

-60,62%

Göteborg

741 000

310 000

-58,16%

Szczecin-Świnoujście

502 863

396 455

-21,16%

Gdańsk

68 093

56 057

-17,68%
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Port Monitor is a series of periodic reports regarding the seaports
markets in the Baltic Sea, as well as on European and global scale.
This reports has been prepared by the Consulting Department at Actia
Forum, specializing in market surveys in transport, tourism and environment as well as European projects and business counselling.
Actia Forum sp. z o.o.
ul. Pułaskiego 8, 80-368 Gdynia, +48 58 627 24 67, www.actiaforum.pl
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